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The most anticipated soul album of the year. If you love lyrics, beautiful melody, and tight beats then don't

pass "Hidden Souls 2" by. Lend this an ear and be pleasantly surprised. 16 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B:

R&B Rap mix, ELECTRONIC: Down Tempo Details: Markus Ekholm is the talent responsible for "Hidden

Souls 2". Equipped with boundless inspiration only natural talent can lend, he masterfully compiled the

sound of a new generation. A gifted performer, he writes music, plays keys, DJs, produces, and designs.

At only 25 years old, his production credits list an array of styles and genres. DJ COA often speaks of

Markus in high regard! "At the studio we call him "Midas". Markus is not only gifted but he shares his

creativity with everyone. It's inspiring to say the least. In the end, we all present with the same zeal he

possesses. Sample the sounds now and you may find yourself in agreement as well. If this cd is any

indication of what's to come , it won't be long before Mr. Ekholm will be known by the mere mention of his

first name." "Hidden Souls 2" is a blend of neo soul, chilled grooves, and funky R&B. Conceptually, it aims

to bridge the gap between the popular and the "underground". The project introduces new artists who will

excite and rejuvenate public interest in real music. Soul enthusiast-mixtape legend DJ Come of Age

brings a rich cornucopia of talent from the likes of Hengi, Meldeah, Slowmo, Term, Wendisue, and Slow B

Productions. With avid support on independent radio, college radio, and podcasts, the compilation

created a stir months before the official release. "We are grateful for all the love and support we receive.

Every email we get from our fans and fellow musicians keeps us motivated. Technology has made it

easier to reach out. With digital downloads, it has been feasible to connect and distribute to fans across

the globe." To sample the DJ Come of Age Podcast, just copy, paste, and enjoy the following links below.

media25b.libsyn.com/podcasts/djcoa/Impetus_from_within.....mp3

media25b.libsyn.com/podcasts/djcoa/Introducing_Billy_Miles.mp3
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media22b.libsyn.com/podcasts/djcoa/projectvibe.net.mp3
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